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AUTUMN ADVENTURES

Scott & Caitlin Andrews,
missionaries called by God
to engage and administer
Grace to the people of the
Czech Republic who have
dismissed Jesus Christ as
irrelevant to 21st-century life.

NEW MINISTRIES AND NEW ROLES

Wow, the months have flown past! As anticipated, this
season has been very busy with ministry; God, however, is
always doing more than we can ask or imagine, and we are
grateful to see His blessing on the works of our hands.
One exciting new ministry we’ve begun this season is the
Film Club, a place for people who love films, like to think
deeply about them, and enjoy discussing their thoughts with
other film enthusiasts. The initial plan is for three screenings
(one per month until the end of the year), with each
screening followed immediately by a moderated discussion
of various themes and questions raised by the film. Our first
screening was of the 1997 sci-fi classic Contact, based on the
novel of the same name by renown astronomer,
astrophysicist, and agnostic Carl Sagan. Through the film
and discussion, we were able to engage many deep
philosophical, social, and theological questions in an
engaging and non-confrontational format. The response was
quite enthusiastic, and we look forward to seeing what God
does through future screenings and discussions.
Scott recently had a “landmark” experience in the ministry,
as he taught about and officiated communion in Czech for
the first time during a recent Network Praha meeting. Caitlin has been leading a discipleship group in Czech as well,
which is even more difficult; pray for her as she helps a
seeking friend dive into the Gospel of John and learn more
what it means to build a trusting relationship with Jesus
Christ!

For more information about this ministry, click on the Czech
Republic link under the Ministries tab at www.oakbend.org

PRAISES & REQUESTS






We are taking an online course in language coaching
through Wheaton College Graduate School’s Institute for
Cross-Cultural Training. This course should equip us to
help new missionaries to the Czech Republic find the best
ways to tackle the language learning process. Pray for us
as we try to incorporate this coursework into our existing
schedules.
Praise God, Scott has starting meeting (via Skype) with a
Christian mental health professional. He is also receiving
ministry coaching from an experienced missionary, all of
which should help him be healthier and more effective.
As we continue to move deeper into disciple-making ministry here, we would appreciate continued prayer for our
language skills — talking about deep questions of theology, psychology, and spirituality are not easy in a foreign
language, and we need God’s help every step of the way!

Below left: discussing Contact at the first Film Club meeting
Below right: Scott and Leendert administering communion

For any of you who may want our mailing address here in Prague, here it is:
Soukenická 15
110 00 Praha 1
Česká republika

But please contact us before sending anything, as there may be some special instructions needed!
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ANTI-TRAFFICKING
GETTING MORE INVOLVED

Above: gifts made with friends for the women in the brothels
Below: Network Praha’s new website and Facebook page

Once merely a transit country for victims of sex trafficking (as exploited persons from poorer eastern countries were shipped to the
wealthy West), the Czech Republic has become in recent years
both a source country (as Czech men and women are pulled into
prostitution) and a destination country (as people travel to Prague
or the border cities for sex tourism, especially from the UK and
Germany). There is also a lot of human trafficking for forced labor
and slavery here, hiding in plain sight: in lumber yards, construction
companies, even restaurants. We are currently working in several
networks to combat these evils, and to reach out to the people
caught in them. We have started attending craft nights to make gifts
for the women in the brothels and on the streets — with the help
of both Christian and non-Christian friends! Caitlin has also started
training in brothel outreach ministry, working with a missionary
experienced in this field. The powers at work in these industries
are multi-level and complexly organized, so we’re working with
leaders in the churches and elsewhere to effectively respond.

NETWORK ON THE NET
BUILDING AN ONLINE PRESENCE

Because of Network Praha’s particular vision and ministry foci,
online communication and internet presence are very important to
the ministry. Scott has accepted responsibility for the management
of the church’s online “branding”, etc., and one of the first tasks in
this regard was the creation of both a church website and Facebook
page. The Facebook page provides an easy way to keep people
informed about different activities and ministries connected to the
church, as well as for inviting new people to specific activities that
might bless them. The website is useful in establishing Network
Praha as a legitimate organization affiliated with several respected
ministry partners (many Europeans are very wary of “sects” and
other unaffiliated religious groups); it also helps keep non-Facebook
users up to date on the different meetings we have scheduled. The
website is available in both Czech and English languages, so feel free
to visit www.networkpraha.cz and check it out! If you are a Facebook user, you can also visit the Network Praha Facebook page
(just search for “Network Praha” and it should be easy to find); we
try to post most things there in both Czech and English as well, so
you can keep up with some of the things we have going on!

CURRENT FOCAL VERSE
“This is what the Sovereign Lord, the Holy One of Israel,
says: ‘In repentance and rest is your salvation, in quietness
and trust is your strength …’”
[Isaiah xxx:15a]
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